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The Update
A biweekly roundup of news in the Department of Asian Studies
For our Students, Faculty and Staff

Komagata Maru Project 2014
These events comprise a significant component of UBC’s contribution to a regionwide
recognition of the Komagata Maru incident, when a ship carrying mostly Punjabi and Sikh would
be immigrants to Canada was turned away from Vancouver after a threemonth wait in the
harbour in 1914. At the core of the project are a set of performances. The performance will be
preceded by a symposium, featuring the authors of the plays and a small number of
scholars/theatre professionals.

Thursday 1 May, 2014
An evening with Ali Kazimi and the film 'Continuous Journey': The Harjit Kaur Sidhu Memorial
Program for 2014
Time: 79:30 p.m.
Location: Centre Stage, New Surrey City Hall,13450 104 Avenue Surrey
Saturday, May 3, 2014
SymposiumPerforming the Postcolonial: The Political Work of Theatre
Time: 2:00pm to 6:00pm
Location: St. John’s College, 2111 Lower Mall
Speakers: Rahul Varma, Nandi Bhatia, Ali Kazimi, Rana Nayar
May 39, 2014
Performing the Komagata Maru: Theatre and the Work of Memory
Time: May 3 at 7:30 p.m., May 4 at 2 p.m, May 9 at 8 p.m
Location: UBC’s Frederic Wood Theatre and May 9 at Surrey Arts Centre
Tickets at both venues: $10
For more information >>
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=559719&q=0&qz=cb4b86
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Related events:
April 12 June 15, 2014
Art ExhibitionRuptures in Arrival: Art in the wake of the Komagata Maru
Location: Surrey Art Gallery, 13750 88 Ave
Opening Reception: April 12, 7:309:30pm
Speaker: Ali Kazimi
Art Exhibition >>

Japanese Pedagogy Workshop and Book Fair at UBC
The Japanese Language Pedagogy Workshop and Book Fair were held on April 12 at the Asian
Centre. Approximately 40 people attended this event representing various institutions from
secondary schools, universities, and heritage language schools.

In the workshop, Prof. Mayumi Oka, from the University of Michigan, highlighted the importance
of activating a learner's schema not merely to facilitate their language learning, but also to
motivate them to challenge themselves. Taking the textbooks she has written as an example,
she presented how teachers can develop teaching materials and utilize realia to achieve this goal.
The workshops were insightful and inspiring, providing the participants with many ideas and tools
to improve their teaching.

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=559719&q=0&qz=cb4b86
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At the book fair, there was a wide selection of books ranging from manga and novels to JLPT prep
books. Both teachers and students enjoyed browsing and purchasing new books and other items.
We sincerely thank Prof. Oka for her valuable time and dedication to the workshop, the event co
organizers, Kurosio Publishers and JPT America, for their generous support, and Mitsui Canada
and the Department of Asian Studies for sponsoring the event.

More Info >>

SitaVirodhanaPrahasanm, the Revolt of Sita, a Farce
On Thursday April 10 the UBC Sanskrit Players presented their yearend project, a performance
of “The Revolt of Sita, a Farce” (Sitavirodhanam nama prahasanam) to a small, but appreciative
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=559719&q=0&qz=cb4b86
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audience. Students who participated in the performance included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Justine Munich (Sita)
Wenxiu Fang (Chloe, playing a wandering female ascetic)
Nathan Bennet (Rama)
Scion Sasaki (Lakshmana)
Sasha Gill (voice of the goddess Lakshmi)
Mardi Olding, Lauren Tetiker, Kim Scraper, Karti Goundar and Tanying Lu (chorus)

In this short play based on classroom materials designed to familiarize students with Sanskrit as
a flexible, spoken idiom Rama is put to the test when he demands that Sita cook rice one too
many times. When even heaven and his beloved younger brother come in on Sita’s side, Rama
has to come to terms with a new reality.

Founded by Prof. Adheesh Sathaye, the UBC Sanskrit Players gives students the opportunity to
understand Sanskrit as a communicative system and to begin to absorb its formal structures
through active use in a communicational setting.
More Info >>
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=559719&q=0&qz=cb4b86
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Dr. Slingerland Featured in the Vancouver Sun
Dr. Slingerland has been travelling around the world promoting his recent book. Recently he met
with the Vancouver Sun to discuss China's "urgent need of a soul."
Read the full article >>

Third Annual UBC Asian Studies Graduate Conference:
Pictures Up!
On Saturday, April 5, 2014, students and faculty gathered together to hold this year’s Third
Annual UBC Asian Studies Graduate Conference. In addition to a strong showing by the
Department of Asian Studies, we were honored to have students from a wide range of
departments at UBC present at the event, including the Institute for Gender, Race, Sexuality,
and Social Justice, the Department of History, the Interdisciplinary Studies Graduate Program,
and the Asia Pacific Policy Studies Program at the Institute of Asian Research. Departments
outside of UBC with representatives at the conference included the Department of Humanities
and AsiaCanada Program at Simon Fraser University, the Department of East Asian Languages
and Cultures at the University of Oregon, the Department of Media and Communications at the
University of London, and the Department of East Asian Languages and Cultures at Stanford
University. Dr. Ross King kicked off the event with a short welcoming address, which was followed
by two concurrent panels, “Shaping the Modern Paradigm,” and “Memory, Gender and Trauma”
moderated by discussants Donald Baker and Sharalyn Orbaugh, respectively. At noon Daisuke
Miyao, Associate Professor of Japanese Film and Department Head at the Department of East
Asian Languages and Cultures at the University of Oregon, delivered the keynote speech,
"Japonisme and the Birth of Female Film Actors in Japan," which explored the myriad of
connections between the early cinema of Japan and the cinema of Europe and North America. In
the afternoon, another four panels were held, “Perspectives on Religion,” “Chinese Literature
Past and Present,” “Art as Social Practice,” and “Premodern Literature and Material Culture in
East Asia,” moderated by discussants Bruce Rusk, Shuyu Kong, Ajay Bhardwaj, and Joshua
Mostow, respectively. We thank our discussants, keynote speaker, and participants for a very
successful 2014 conference! In addition we would like to thank the Department of History, the
Institute of Asian Research and the Faculty of Arts for generously cosponsoring this year’s
conference.

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=559719&q=0&qz=cb4b86
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View the full photo gallery >>

Spring has come to the Asian Centre: Photos!
Come visit us and enjoy the wonderful garden surrounding the Asian Centre.

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=559719&q=0&qz=cb4b86
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OnCampus Events
Monday, April 28, 2014
China's Environment: Policy, Science, and Society in a Changing World
Time: 8:30am  5:15pm
Location: Conference Room 120, C.K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Sponsors: Center for Chinese Research and CESS Project
Speakers: P. Potter (UBC), S. Harrell (UW), M. Hassan (UBC), J. Sturgeon (SFU), J. Hayes
(KPU/UBC), A. Hanser (UBC), G. Johnson (UBC), T. Cheek (UBC), R. Hanlon (TRU), L.K. Yen
(NCU/UBC), P. Massot (UBC)
Wednesday, April 30, 2014
Seminar on Korea/Japan
Language: Korean
Speaker: Dr. Hwang Seong Bin
Date and Time: April 30, Wednesday, 2:005:00 pm
Place: Room 604 Asian Centre

OffCampus Events
Vancouver Cherry Blossom Festival  April 3  28, 2014
Next Music from Tokyo  Wednesday, May 21, 2014

Student Opportunities
View our Student Opportunities page >>

Alumni Spotlight: Moto Mukai, BA '03
Every Update we take an Asian Studies Alumnus from our Asian Studies LinkedIn Group and
interview them on their paths after graduation. This issue we catch up with Moto Mukai, BA’03,
who currently works in the field of tour operation, translation, and international education
specific to the Japanese market.
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=559719&q=0&qz=cb4b86
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How has an Asian Studies degree helped you in your
endeavors?
I’ve always wanted to pursue a career in the private sector that
caters to the Japanese market not only because of my heritage but
my fascination with Japan’s complex history and culture. Born in
Canada but influenced by Japanese culture throughout my youth, it
was the only degree I was interested in at UBC and as I look back I
feel that everything I learned from my Asian Studies degree has
directly helped me do what I currently do for a living.
Have you lived in Japan and how has your time abroad
helped you in your career endeavours?
I lived in Japan for a total of 2 years, one year while at UBC studying at Tokyo University of
Foreign Studies as an exchange student and one year working in Japan for the World Cup of
Soccer that Japan and Korea jointly hosted back in 2002. My time in Japan as an exchange
student expanded my horizons in every possible way; apart from the valuable life experience, it
really gave me a clearer picture of what type of career I wanted to pursue in the future. When I
was back working in Japan, I learned very quickly that life in Japan was nothing like the fun
times I remembered it when I was in there as an exchange student. Having said that, I learned
more about the Japanese business world and business protocol in that one year than all my
years working for Japanese companies back home in Vancouver.
Could you go into some detail about your career path until now?
My work experience throughout my student days and early part of my career has been in the
field of tour operation, translation, and international education specific to the Japanese market. I
currently run MYK Enterprises, an inbound and outbound tour company that specializes in
organizing various student programs such as school exchanges and customized study tours for
both the Japanese and Canadian markets.
As an employer, what do you look for when you are looking through resumes?
My company is a small scale operation with very specific staffing needs but I think most
employers in similar fields will share the same view that a good balance of work experience both
at home and abroad is essential. While any experience abroad is likely an asset as it tells
potential employers that you are a globally minded person, if your long term career objective is
to eventually be back home after any stints abroad it is important to always keep in mind that
each additional year you decide to spend abroad comes at the cost of building your resume back
home. I have seen so many extremely qualified people who seem to be struggling to land a job
that matches their background for this very reason as companies here place much more
emphasis on Canadian work experience.
Do you have any advice that you would like to impart to students/recent graduates?
I just want to follow up on the previous question, I am definitely not discouraging anyone from
going abroad as I truly feel it is the best thing you can do to directly impact your career
objectives. Combining real life international work experience (the how) with what I learned at
UBC Asian Studies (the why) to me was huge in terms of my work as a cultural liaison as I feel I
am effective in identifying and communicating differences in business practices to help make
projects go smoothly. And last but not least, I would like to stress the importance of networking,
especially when it comes to the Japanese business world. Japanese people rarely small talk about
the weather with strangers (i.e. in the elevator) the way Canadians do as it would be considered
borderline creepy but they are so quick to become friendly to anyone they are “introduced” to.
Join our LinkedIn page and start networking with Asian Studies alumni and students >>

We Welcome your Submissions
If you have a story that you would like featured in our biweekly update please submit your story
here.

Missed an Update?
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=559719&q=0&qz=cb4b86
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All past newsletters may be found here.
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